
Question Asked Answer Given 
As long as we do not go over our occupancy, can we do remote and in person at 
the same time?

Yes, as long as you are within your location's meeting capacity and do not have 
more than a combined total of 50 students in both of virtual and in-person classes. 
Driving schools need to ensure that sign-in-sheets are available for both virtual and 
in-person students for review of an RMV audit.

The recertification process needs to be implemented. Thank you, we will take your suggestion under advisement.

I agree with this additional information added to the parent/guardian seminar, 
however, was any consideration given to adding time to the seminar in order to 
pass this additional information on? The parent/guardian class is only two 
hours.

The statute states the parent/guardian class should be at a minimum of two hours. 
You may decide to extend the instruction time. 

If a school has multiple office sites, is it possible to have two separate after-
hours sites due to convenience of our students who drive far for their test? 
Especially for students with parents/guardians that have no transportation.

No, a driving school can only have one after hour test at one location.  

But if the number is low and one student has a problem focusing and the 
parents/guardians want them in classroom is that possible? There are also kids 
that cannot focus online and they prefer to be in-person.

Driving schools have the option to offer to their students the classroom segment of 
the program remotely or in-person.

Do we need to keep observation forms (signed by parents/guardians) in the 
student's file? 

Yes, you must file all student's Parent/Guardian Observation Affidavit forms. The 
forms serve as sign-in sheets for audit purposes. 

Parent/guardian virtual online class can be conducted until 1/3/2022.  What is 
the status of the online class after that date? 

At this time, the status of the parent/guardian virtual online class, post 1/3/2022, is 
under review.

Masks required in the car simply isn't true. When the state of emergency was 
ended, I emailed the RMV and asked whether masks were still required and was 
told no. Clearly, driving schools haven't been communicated that since I've seen 
most people in other driving school vehicles mask less, both students and 
instructors.

The RMV has sent emails regularly during and after the state-of-emergency to 
driving schools regarding mask mandates. The rule has not changed: All occupants 
in the vehicle during the road test are required to wear a face covering regardless of 
vaccination status. This includes the road test examiner, the applicant and the 
sponsor. This mandate also applies to on-road instruction. For more information, 
please go to www.mass.gov/info-details/rmv-covid-19-information#road-tests-
and-driving-school-guidance-

Organize the modules and relevant information within each section to actually 
correspond with the manual. It makes zero sense how it's now.

Thank you, we will take your suggestion under advisement.

Are road tests being discussed? I think the original email had it on the agenda? We are planning on hosting another webinar this fall. Questions pertaining to road 
tests can be sent to Roadtest.Registry@dot.state.ma.us

ATLAS is so slow, is there a way to remove licensed students from our 
database?

We will review this question with the ATLAS team. 

No question, but just wanted to see it looks like there are some great additions 
to the PC curriculum.

Thank you. The training and development team and the driving school team, 
worked together to redesign this important and required module outline. We also 
incorporated the feedback and suggestions received from the driving schools via the 
April survey.

With permit testing being taken online, do JOL students need to wait to drive 
until they receive the hard copy of the permit?

No, the student can access their profile from the online service center to print their 
permit. However, if they are unable to print their permit, they would have to visit an 
RMV Service Center to have their permit printed. The RMV does not mail a hard 
copy of the permit. 

What is the status of road test locations and vehicles? This topic is under review; we'll be keep the driving schools informed of any changes 
to the current state.

Is there a reason or any insight why JOL citations increased in April and May 
2021?

Some reasons may include more enforcement by local police and less vehicles on 
the road during the pandemic. 

Will the RMV open up weekday road tests at other locations? Such as 
Easthampton, Westfield, Chicopee?

This topic is under review; we'll  keep the driving schools informed of any changes to 
the current state.

I have had nothing but good feedback on the Observation Waiver. Students 
have been watching people drive for 16+ years, but requiring six more hours on 
the road is helping students learn more. It gives them more time behind the 
wheel which is more important. Making it a requirement helped students 
convince their parents/guardians to drive more.

Thank you for your feedback.
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You stated that virtual classes will be no longer permitted after 1/3/2022. Has 
there been talks about making a virtual choice permanent? 

At this time, the status of the parents/guardians virtual online class, post 1/3/2022, 
is under review.

Will there be a follow up webinar regarding license testing? The RMV is planning another webinar this fall to cover additional and time-sensitive 
topics.

Where can I find an updated copy of the regulations for driving schools? www.mass.gov/regulations/540-CMR-23-licensing-certification-and-operating-
requirements-for-professional-driving

We hear you say "our partners" or business partners.  Can you explain what you 
mean by this since we don't have any input except one email about this and 
also How serious is the RMV is to follow the "GHSA road to zero" since there 
will have to be serious changes made? 

The RMV considers the professional driving schools a valuable business partner, an 
industry we work with to create a successful driver education program. We sent a 
survey to driving schools on two separate occasions asking for feedback about the 
parent/guardian module and the other modules as well. The RMV takes our 
responsibility for the oversight of the professional driving schools and making sure 
all drivers, as well as the vehicles on our roadways, are safe and fit to operate 
extremely seriously.

Will you mention the professional drivers education association is live? We are 
scheduling meetings and looking to be a source for driving school to ask 
questions and eventually educate future instructors in continuing ed.

Interested driving schools may contact Dave.Grandprix@gmail.com

Is the RMV considering suspending observations for a little longer based on the 
spread of the COVID variants that are going around? My instructors are very 
concerned about that variant. 

No, there is no discussion at this time to eliminate the required observation hours.

Observation, if properly implemented, is very good for the student to 
understand what is expected of them and what a lesson is like to develop the 
skills needed to safely operate of a motor vehicle. It also enhances their 
understanding of SIPDE (search, identify, predict, deicide, execute). Students 
should be engaged by the instructor during lesson. 

Your feedback is appreciated.

Due to the different variants of Covid, I still require students to wear mask and 
some students say they don't have to.  Is this true? What is the guidance?

The mask rule has not changed: All occupants in the vehicle during the road test are 
required to wear a face covering regardless of vaccination status. This includes the 
road test examiner, the applicant and the sponsor. This mandate also applies to on-
road instruction. For more information, please go to www.mass.gov/info-
details/rmv-covid-19-information#road-tests-and-driving-school-guidance-

As long as the student has a permit, can they start driving hours before 
attending driver's education classes?

Yes, as long as the student has the permit. However, the RMV advises that students 
attend driving classes prior to allowing them to drive.

Can we request proof of vaccination? The RMV is not in the position to answer a question that requires legal guidance.

Should individual driving lessons of adults be entered in the system? I'm having 
issues when adding over two hours to the system.

Yes, all instructional lessons completed need to be entered in the driving school 
portal, including adults. Students can not exceed two hours per day for driving 
instructions which is why you can not enter over two hours. 

Do instructors and students still need to wear masks in the vehicle if they are 
vaccinated?

Yes, per CDC guidelines and executive orders: All occupants in the vehicle during the 
road test are required to wear a face covering regardless of vaccination status. This 
includes the road test examiner, the applicant and the sponsor. This mandate also 
applies to on-road instruction. Road tests and driving school guidance is posted here 
- www.mass.gov/info-details/rmv-covid-19-information#road-tests-and-driving-
school-guidance-

Could the RMV supply the Class D Road Test Fail Sheet for Driving Schools to 
use as a handout during the parent class to assist with the skills that they should 
be working on with their teenager?

No, giving the fail sheet to parents/guardians is not an option at this time. The RMV 
suggests you use the revised parent/guardian module outline as a handout instead.

Will the RMV, MassDOT, and EOPSS be conducting any type of survey to 
determine if the on-line classroom training has increased roadway safety and or 
hazards such as an increase in fatal and or crashes?

We will take your question under consideration. Be assured the RMV collaborates 
with other state agencies to study roadway safety, crashes, and fatalities statistics 
and scenarios. 

If the maximum number of students in a classroom is 50, and that number can 
not exceed, then is it allowed to have both in-person and on-line at the same 
time if the number is not over 50? 

Yes, as long as you are within your location's meeting capacity and do not have 
more than a combined total of 50 students in both virtual and in-person classes. 
Driving schools need to ensure that sign-in-sheets are available for both virtual and 
in-person students for review of an RMV audit.

Is there a standard operating procedure manual for the paperwork that we are 
supposed to keep? Where can we find this manual?

Record keeping requirements can be found here www.mass.gov/info-
details/professional-driving-schools#record-keeping-requirements-

http://www.mass.gov/regulations/540-CMR-23-licensing-certification-and-operating-requirements-for-professional-driving
http://www.mass.gov/regulations/540-CMR-23-licensing-certification-and-operating-requirements-for-professional-driving
www.mass.gov/info-details/professional-driving-schools#record-keeping-requirements-


Would the RMV consider offering professional development for instructors? Thank you, we will take your suggestion under consideration.

Is the live virtual classroom option being considered as a permanent option 
after it expires on 1/3/2022? Are there any plans or intentions to allow for 
classes to permanently be taught remotely? I am not sure if your survey 
showed this, but our own surveys of customers shows they prefer live virtual 
classes. 

Thank you for passing along your customer's feedback. At this time, the status of the 
virtual online classes, post 1/3/2022, is under review. 

How should students be signing in for online classes? The driving school is required to take attendance at the start and completion of 
each class session. Attendance sheet and copy of the login report for each student 
should be filed for proof of class participation. If you are utilizing a software solution 
that allows each student to sign electronically, that will be acceptable as well. If 
documentation is not provided for proof of attendance, the student is unable to 
receive credit for that class.

You should poll driving instructors regarding in-class versus on-line training.  I 
think you will find the on-line classes are less effective in training students 
versus in-person classes by a great degree.

Thank you for this feedback, we will take your suggestion under advisement.

Due to high demand for driving lessons, can the RMV allow school to certify 
instructors without taking the RMV test?

No, the test is a requirement of driver education www.mass.gov/regulations/540-
CMR-23-licensing-certification-and-operating-requirements-for-professional-
driving

RMV allowing students to take a test online is not a good idea. Lots of students 
have told us that they ask others to take the test for them, and when they take 
driving lessons they have no clue about the rules of the road. What can the 
RMV do about that since there are more recent accidents and citations 
throughout the states?

Thank you, we will take your comment under advisement.

Can the RMV allow the student's final exam be entered into the portal prior to 
the completion of the parent/guardian module?  

No, the parent/guardian class is a required module that must be completed before 
entering the final exam score.  

Screen shot, shrinkage or half of the permit legal to drive? Boston Police told us 
that the state told them it's legal to drive with it? Is this correct?

The student must have the paper version of their permit while driving. Screen shots 
are not allowed.

Parents are asking if their son or daughter is vaccinated, do they still have to 
wear a mask in the car for driving or class for learning?

Yes, the student must wear a mask even if vaccinated. More information here - 
www.mass.gov/info-details/rmv-covid-19-information#road-tests-and-driving-
school-guidance-

Because parent participation is so important in this process, the 
parent/guardian class should be the first encounter with the driving school. 

Thank you, we will take your suggestion under advisement. Driving schools do have 
the option to offer the parent/guardian module as the first class; followed by the 
remaining modules with the students. 

If a student looses their paper permit, can they print a new copy of their  permit 
in the RMV system? Is there a fee?

Yes, if a student loses their permit, they can apply for a duplicate permit online for a 
$25.00 fee.

Will permit tests go back to RMV sites vs taking at home? Seems more open to 
cheating since we are asked to keep our finals integrity during this time and 
have been working hard at this goal. The RMV should attempt the same, as I 
have heard many stories of cheating at home. Do you see in the future going 
back to the traditional test in-person at RMV sites?

Thank you, we will take your feedback under advisement. The applicant has the 
option to take the exam either in-person at an RMV Service Center or online.  

Any thoughts on doing away with observations? I know its the current law 
however since this past year we can see the need is minimal and the time is 
correct to address this requirements which has shown to be of less value the 
BTW far more important. 

No, there is no discussion at this time to eliminate the required observation hours. 

The more you keep us informed such as with permit tests and things you are 
thinking about, allows us to share with parents who are asking us about timely 
topics.

Thank you for your feedback. We value the driving school industry as a business 
partner and are committed to share important information with you in a timely 
manner.

Keeping parent class on line in the long run would be a plus in my opinion. 
Parents seem very happy with this option and it's far more convenient for the 

Thank you for sharing your feedback. 

If my occupancy is 50 and on line is 50 -  so I can have 40 on line and 5 in person 
if I am hearing correctly?

Yes, as long as you are within your location's meeting capacity and do not have 
more than a combined total of 50 students of both virtual and in-person classes. 
Driving schools need to ensure that sign-in-sheets are available for both virtual and 
in-person students for review of an RMV audit.



As a high school based driving school, we have had many issues with Covid 
restrictions, such as students not allowed into the building after hours, school 
closed to the public, etc. Since we don't know what the future holds, will high 
school based driving schools be able to use the virtual training as an option if 
they are not allowed or able to access the building for a specific timeframe?

Thank you for your feedback. We do consider in-school instruction when discussing 
virtual instruction. All driving schools have the option of completing the classroom 
segment of the Driver Education Program remotely or in-person. Remote learning 
has been extended until 01/03/2022.

Is this guidebook available to hand out to parents/guardians? Yes, you may make copies of the outline for use by parents/guardians.

Can the RMV put together a comprehensive driver education study guide for 
student classes? I thought a guide that follows the modules with questions or 
sample tests would help develop safer and better drivers.

No, developing a comprehensive study guide is part of the service that driving 
schools deliver to their customers. 

Are Covid questionnaires for screening students, required by the RMV or No, Covid questionnaires are no longer required. 

Just a thought based on the rising fatal crash rate; maybe the RMV should 
consider requiring extra driving hours as opposed to observation?

Thank you, we will take your suggestion under advisement.

Will there be another webinar on or by 1/3/2022? Yes, we are planning to host another webinar before January 2022.

Are the permits issued to students prior to 5/29 do observation or do we follow 
the Affidavit guidelines?

If the student was issued a permit prior to May 29, 2021, the driving school has the 
option to either use the parent/guardian affidavit to confirm observation hours; or 
the student can complete the hours with their driving school.

Does the RMV require driving schools to use or keep Covid questionnaires for 
each student for each driving lesson?

Driving schools are not required to store Covid questionnaires; in addition, Covid 
questionnaires are no longer required. 

To clarify if a learners permit was issued prior to 5/29 the student can do either 
observation with the school or extra driving with a parent?

If the student was issued a permit prior to May 29, 2021, the driving school has the 
option to either use the parent/guardian affidavit to confirm observation hours; or 
the student can complete the hours with their driving school.

Do the cars still need to be cleaned between drivers? Yes, please continue to follow the CDC guidelines.

Will the RMV be promoting a return to no observation hours and more driving 
hours with parents/guardians like the Governor's affidavit allowed?

Not at this time. 

Will the RMV survey driving schools to learn how they feel about observation 
hours giving the changing conditions with the Delta variant?  

We do not have plans to conduct that type of survey at this time. 

With the presence and increase of the Delta variant, does it make sense to have 
additional students in the presence of other students? Personally, I am not that 
comfortable with additional students in the driver training vehicle where a good 
amount of students are most likely not vaccinated.

Thank you, we will take your question and comment under advisement.

Has the RMV considered driving schools to be eligible for license tests at their 
driving school themselves, instead of scheduling at the RMV, to catch up on 
licensing?

No, the RMV has not considered this suggestion.

Do we have to store the parent/guardian and teen driver contract on file for 
auditing purposes?

No, the documentation required for audit purposes are the completed sign in sheets 
and Parent/Guardian Observation Affidavits.

Is there going to be another webinar with the registry to discuss permit testing 
and road testing?

Yes, we are planning to host another webinar in the fall 2021.

Is there any discussion about changing the instructor test to help more people 
pass it?

Thank you for your suggestion.  We will take this under review.

Do we have to store the affidavit on file too? Yes, the documentation required for audit purposes are the completed sign in 
sheets and Parent/Guardian Observation Affidavits.

Where should we look for possible updates on permit testing and road testing? All information is posted on line at Mass.Gov/RMV; here are a few examples: 
www.mass.gov/how-to/apply-for-a-passenger-class-d-learners-permit and 
www.mass.gov/how-to/schedule-your-road-test

What is a reproduced copy of the learners permit? When referring to a reproduced copy of a learners permit, we mean students can 
not take a photocopy of the original permit. If the student passes the exam online, 
the permit can be printed from home or anywhere else.  We will clarify this 
explanation in the module.

Can a virtual classroom become a permanent option? We are looking in to that option.

Parking for parent/guardian class is a problem.  Thank you for your feedback.



Can ATLAS allow module 16 (parent class) be entered before the final exam 
grade?

Not at this time. To assist the driving schools, software adjustments were made to 
ensure that students could not begin on roads lessons until the parent/guardian 
module was completed. 

What if their prior permit expired? And they have a reissued permit after 5/29? If the permit expired, the student did not have a valid credential until a new permit 
was issued. The system will recognize the issuance date of the new permit.

Is there maximum limit of occupants in the car for on road instructions? The driving school should use discretion when determining the number of students 
that can be accommodated safely in the instruction vehicle.

In your answer to the questions about remote classes, you did not say that 
remote classes will only be allowed until 1/3/2022.

The RMV provided an update that remote instruction has been extended until 
01/03/2022.

Nothing can substitute in-person classes. We do understand the need of doing 
virtual classes due to pandemic, but it should never be permanent. 

Thank you for your feedback.

We thought that after September, all classes would be in-person. Has this now 
changed? 

The recent webinar and the follow-up email both announced that the virtual 
instruction option has been extended until 1/3/22.

Who is updating the modules and how long have been in the driving education? RMV's training and development team; along with our driving school team are 
collaborating on revising all modules. An important aspect of this effort is to gain 
feedback from driving schools, like we did with the parent/guardian module via a 
survey that was emailed to driving schools on two separate occasions.

Is there any new guidance regarding hand sanitizing/temperature checks/ and 
mask wearing either in the cars or during in-person classroom training?

We continue to follow CDC guidelines. All information pertaining to Covid can be 
found here - www.mass.gov/info-details/rmv-covid-19-information

What is the process for getting copies of Parent/Guardian Class Certificates 
from schools that have closed?

Send an email to rmvdrivingschools@dot.state.ma.us with the information of the 
student who completed the parent/guardian class. Once information is verified, 
credit can be applied to the student.

Is the classroom instruction still 30 hours and plus 2 hours parent/guardian 
meeting?

That is correct. Modules 1-15 and module 16.

Do we have to keep final exams on file? No, you do not have to keep exams on file; only the final score.

Permits have always been printed at home, has it been changed to permits 
being mailed?

Permits can be printed at home if student take the permit test online. Otherwise, 
you can make a reservation to visit an RMV Service Center to assist in printing the 
permit.

Could the waiving of observation hours be revisited, as there is little or no 
benefit to those hours?

Not at this time.

The webinar is serving a good purpose. Will we continue to have these as there 
are many other driving school related topics that I believe need to be addressed 
as students, parents/guardians, and technology have evolved greatly, especially 
over the past couple years.

Thank you, we hope everyone found this webinar as valuable as we did at the RMV. 
We are planning to host another webinar in the fall 2021.

When addressing each module, will you get input from us, the driving schools 
on ways to improve the curriculum?

Yes, will be reaching out to driving schools for feedback on improving the remaining 
modules.

The driving schools input is very important moving forward, as many of us have 
been at this for a long time. I feel that there are many things that should be 
updated/changed moving forward that are not up for discussion today. So, 
what I'm looking for is a bit of assurance that we will be involved in this. Topics 
for the future: cutting back on number of classroom hours, eliminating 
observation hours, getting rid of the "certificate" fee of $15 as there is nothing 
done by the RMV any longer. I hope these are some things that will be strongly 
considered in the near future, hence the continuation of these webinars.

We agree with you and assure you that the RMV values the feedback we receive 
from each driving school. Working together as business partners, will lead to 
improved communication and instruction as well as responsible and prepared 
drivers.

In your first 6 months as a junior operator, you can only drive immediate family. 
Does this include step-family members?

Yes, step-family members are considered immediate family.

Parents and guardians want to know if the Registry will still provide cars for 
road test.

That is under review and we will keep you updated of any changes.

We plan class sessions months in advance since it is crucial that we have 
accurate guidance to offer our programs. I am not comfortable with in-person, 
but have full in-person sessions starting in September would be very difficult for 
all involved to change planned classes.

The RMV understands the scheduling needs of the driving schools and will do our 
best to accommodate your business needs, including your staff, and students.

What if 20 in-person and 20 virtual at the same time? Many parents are not 
comfortable with in-person. This can be done simultaneously without issue.

Yes, as long as you are within your location's meeting capacity and do not have 
more than a combined total of 50 students in both virtual and in-person classes. 
Driving schools need to ensure that sign-in-sheets are available for both virtual and 
in-person students for review of an RMV audit.
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